
CLASS INVARIANTS AND p-ADIC HEIGHTS

A. AGBOOLA

Abstract. Let F be a number field with ring of integers OF , and let E/OF be an abelian

scheme of arbitrary dimension. In this paper, we study the class invariant homomoprhisms

on E with respect to powers of a prime p of ordinary reduction of E. Our main result implies

that if the p-adic Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture holds for E, then the kernels of

these homomorphisms are of bounded order. It follows from this that (under the same

hypotheses), if L ∈ Pic0(E) is a (rigidified) line bundle on E, then L is determined up to

torsion by its restriction to the p-divisible group scheme of E/OF .
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1. Introduction

Let F be a number field with ring of integers OF . Suppose that E/OF is

an abelian scheme of dimension d, and that p > 2 is a rational prime. In this

paper we shall study the Galois structure of torsors that are constructed by

dividing points of infinite order on E by powers of p, and, when p is a prime
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2 A. AGBOOLA

of ordinary reduction of E, we shall show that this is closely related to the

non-degeneracy of the p-adic height pairing on E.

The class invariant homomorphsim may be described as follows. Let Y be

any scheme over Spec(OF ). Suppose that G is a finite, flat, commmutative

group scheme over Y , and write GD for its Cartier dual. Let π : X → Y be a

G-torsor, and write π0 : G→ Y for the trivial G-torsor. Then the structure

sheaf OX of X is an OG-comodule, and so it is also an OGD-module (see e.g.

[15]). As an OGD-module, the structure sheaf OX is locally free of rank one,

and so it gives a line bundleMπ on G∗. Set

Lπ :=Mπ ⊗M−1
π0
.

Then the map

ψ : H1(Y,G)→ Pic(G∗), [π] 7→ [Lπ]; (1.1)

is a homomorphism which is often referred to as a ‘class invariant homomor-

phism’.

The detailed study of this homomorphism (which was first introduced by

W. Waterhouse in [29]) first arose in the subject of arithmetic Galois module

theory in the following way. If we write GD = Spec(B), G = Spec(A), and

X = Spec(C), then C is a twisted form of B, and the map ψ yields an invari-

ant that measures the Galois module structure of this twisted form. This was

first exploited by M. Taylor in [26] where he considered the case in which G

is a torsion subgroup scheme of an abelian variety with complex multplica-

tion. In this situation, the torsors that one obtains arise via dividing points

on these varieties, and they are closely related to rings of integers in abelian

extensions of F . In the case of elliptic curves, it was shown that the torsors

obtained by dividing torsion points were free over OGD , thereby yielding an

integral version of the Krönecker Júgendtraum. Let us also remark that a
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striking feature of the class invariant homomorphism is that it arises in a

wide variety of different settings in arithmetic geometry, ranging from Iwa-

sawa theory (see [3], [9])) to the Arakelov theory of arithmetic varieties (see

[7], [8])) to the study of equivariant Euler characteristics of structure sheaves

of arithmetic surfaces (see [20]).

Suppose now that Q : Spec(OF ) → E is an OF -valued point of E, and

consider the following fibre product:

[pn]−1(Q) := Spec(OF )×E,[pn] E −−→ Ey y[pn]

Spec(OF )
Q−−→ E.

Then [pn] : E → E is an E[pn]-torsor, and so [pn]−1(Q) is also an E[pn]-torsor

which is given by the image of Q under the natural injection

E(OF )

[pn] · E(OF )
↪→ H1(OF , E[pn])

afforded by Kummer theory on E. Let ED be the dual abelian scheme of

E; then ED[pn] may be identified with the Cartier dual of E[pn]. Since

E(OF ) ' E(F ), we obtain a homomorphism

E(F )

[pn]E(F )
↪→ H1(OF , E[pn])

ψpn

−−→ Pic(ED[pn]).

Let L[pn]−1Q denote the line bundle on ED[pn] associated to [pn]−1(Q) by

Waterhouse’s construction, and write L(Q) for the rigidified line bundle on

ED associated to Q via the duality between E and ED. It is shown in [1]

that

L(Q)[pn]−1Q = L(Q) |ED[pn],

and so

ψpn(Q) = (L(Q) |ED[pn])
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in Pic(E[pn]). In other words, the class ψ(Q) for Q ∈ E(F ) may be described

in terms of the restriction of line bundles on ED to torsion subgroup schemes

of ED.

In order to describe our main result, we must introduce some further no-

tation. We first observe that the inclusion maps ED[pn] ↪→ ED[pn+1] in-

duce pullback maps Pic(ED[pn+1]) → Pic(ED[pn]), and that these maps are

compatible with the corresponding homomorphisms ψpn and ψpn+1. We may

therefore pass to inverse limits to obtain a homomorphism

Ψ := lim←−
n

ψpn : lim←−H
1(OF , E[pn])→ lim←−Pic(ED[pn]).

If we write T for the p-adic Tate module of E, then we may identify lim←−H
1(OF , E[pn])

with H1
f (F, T ), and so we obtain a homomorphism

Ψ : H1
f (F, T )→ lim←−Pic(ED[pn]).

Conjecture A. The homomorphism Ψ is injective modulo torsion. �

If Conjecture A is true, then it follows that each rigidified line bundle L(Q)

on ED is determined up to torsion by its restriction to torsion subgroup

schemes of ED (and in fact is determined up to torsion by its restriction

to the p-divisible group scheme of ED). Equivalently, it follows that a point

Q ∈ E(F ) is determined modulo torsion by the Galois structure of the torsors

obtained by dividing Q by powers of a fixed ordinary prime p. The only

currently known results concerning Conjecture A are as follows. Conjecture

A is known to be true (subject to certain technical hypotheses) when E/OF

is a CM elliptic curve, and p > 2 is a prime of ordinary reduction of E (see

[9]). If we consider metrised line bundles on E, then a suitable Arakelov-type

analogue of Conjecture A is also known to be true for arbitrary E/OF (see

[7]). We also remark that a geometric analogue of Conjecture A holds in the

setting of CM abelian varieties over global function fields (see [2]).
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In this paper we shall show that Conjecture A is implied by the p-adic

Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture for E when p is a prime of ordinary

reduction for E, thereby giving a affirmative answer to a question first raised

by the author in [1] (see [1, Question 2]). Suppose now therefore, that p is

ordinary for E. Let T ∗ denote the p-adic Tate module of ED, and write

〈 , 〉 : H1
f (F, T )×H1

f (F, T
∗)→ Qp (1.2)

for the p-adic height pairing constructed by Perrin-Riou in [21]. The p-adic

Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture for E asserts, in part, that the pairing

〈 , 〉 is non-degenerate modulo torsion. The following result thus implies that

if the p-adic Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture holds for E, then Ψ is

injective modulo torsion.

Theorem B. Suppose that x ∈ H1
f (F, T ) and that Ψ(x) = 0. Then

〈x, y〉 = 0

for all y ∈ H1
f (F, T

∗).

Hence, if x is of infinite order and 〈 , 〉 is non-degenerate, then Ψ(x) 6= 0.

The proof of Theorem B involves a careful analysis of the p-adic height

pairing 〈 , 〉 in terms of resolvends.

An outline of the contents of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we

recall a number of facts that we require concerning class invariants and the

description of cohomology groups in terms of resolvends. (The reader may

find a more complete treatment of much of this material in terms of relative

algebraic K-theory in [5].) In Section 3 we recall Perrin-Riou’s definition of

the p-adic height pairing 1.2. In Section 4, establish the existence of an exact

sequence that plays a key role in the proof of Theorem B. Finally, in Section

5, by analysing the p-adic height pairing in terms of resolvends, we prove

Theorem B.
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Notation. Throughout this paper, we assume that p is an odd prime.

For any field L, we write Lc for an algebraic closure of L, and we set

ΩL := Gal(Lc/L). If L is either a number field or a local field, then we write

OL for its ring of integers.

If L is a number field and v is a finite place of L, then we write Lv for

the local completion of L at v. We fix an algebraic closure Lcv of Lv and we

identify ΩLv
with a subgroup of ΩL. If P is any OL-module, then we shall

usually write write Pv := P ⊗OL
OLv

.

If R and S are rings with R ⊆ S, and if A is any R-algebra, then we often

write AS for A⊗R S.

2. Resolvends and Cohomology Groups

Let R be an integral domain of characteristic zero with field of fractions

L. We write Lc for an algebraic closure of L, and Rc for the integral closure

of R in Lc. (We allow the possibility that R = L, in which case we set

Rc = Lc.) Let G = Spec(B) be a finite, flat, commutative group scheme over

Spec(R) of exponent N , and let GD = Spec(A) denote its Cartier dual. We

set Γ := G(Lc) and Γ∗ := GD(Lc). In this section we shall explain how the

cohomology group H1(R,G) := H1(Spec(R), G) may be described in terms

of certain resolvends in ALc.

Recall that there is a canonical isomorphism

H1(R,G) ' Ext1(GD,Gm) (2.1)
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(see [29], [16, éxposé VII], or [20]). This implies that given any G-torsor

π : X → Spec(R), we can associate to it a canonical commutative extension

1→ Gm → G(π)→ GD → 1.

The scheme G(π) is a Gm-torsor over GD, and its associated GD-line bundle

is equal to Lπ. (This construction is explained in detail by Waterhouse in

[29].)

Over Spec(Rc), the G-torsors π0 and π become isomorphic, i.e. there is an

isomorphism

X ×Spec(R) Spec(Rc) ' G×Spec(R) Spec(Rc) (2.2)

of schemes with G-action. (This isomorphism is not unique: it is only well-

defined up to the action of an element of G(Rc).) Hence, via the functoriality

of Waterhouse’s construction in [29], the isomorphism (2.2) induces an iso-

morphism

ξπ : Lπ ⊗R Rc ∼−→ ARc.

We shall refer to ξπ as a splitting isomorphism for π. The class invariant map

associated to G is

ψ : H1(R,G)→ Pic(GD); π 7→ (Lπ).

Now suppose that ψ(π) = 0. Then Lπ is a free A-module, and so we may

choose a trivialisation sπ : A
∼−→ Lπ. Consider the composition

ARc
sπ⊗RR

c

−−−−→ Lπ ⊗R Rc ξπ−→ ARc.

This is an isomorphism of ARc-modules, and so it is just multiplication by an

element r(sπ) of A×Rc. We refer to r(sπ) as a resolvend of sπ or as a resolvend

associated to π. (This terminology is due to L. McCulloh, [18].) Note that

r(sπ) depends upon the choice of ξπ as well as upon sπ. We shall usually not

make the dependence of r(sπ) upon ξπ explicit.
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Definition 2.1. Let A and R be as above. Define

H(A) :=
{
α ∈ A×Rc

∣∣∣αωα−1 ∈ Γ for all ω ∈ ΩL.
}

;

H(A) :=
H(A)

Γ · A×
.

�

If ω ∈ ΩL, then ξωπ = gωξπ, where gω ∈ Γ. Since sωπ = sπ, we deduce that

r(sπ)
ω = gωr(sπ), that is, r(sπ) ∈ H(A). It is easy to see that changing sπ

alters r(sπ) via multiplication by an element of A×, while changing ξπ alters

r(sπ) via multiplication by an element of Γ. Hence the image r(π) of r(sπ)

in H(A) depends only upon the isomorphism class of the torsor π.

The following result, in the case in which G is a constant group scheme, is

equivalent to certain results of L. McCulloh (see [18, Sections 1 and 2]; note,

however that McCulloh formulates his results in a rather different way from

that described here). McCulloh’s methods were generalised by N. Byott to

the case of arbitrary G (see [12, Lemma 1.11 and Sections 2 and 3]) using

techniques from the theory of Hopf algebras. The proofs of McCulloh and

Byott proceed via analysing the ΩL-cohomology of the exact sequence

1→ Γ→ A×Rc → A×Rc/Γ→ 1

of ΩL-modules. We give a different approach using a method that involves

combining the functoriality of Waterhouse’s construction with the theory of

descent. I am very grateful to Brian Conrad for a helpful discussion concern-

ing the proof below of the following result.

Theorem 2.2. Let G be a finite, flat commutative group scheme over Spec(R),

and let GD = Spec(A) be the Cartier dual of G. Then the map

ΥR : Ker(ψ)→ H(A); [π] 7→ r(π)
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is an isomorphism.

Proof. We first show that ΥR is a homomorphism. Suppose that

π1 : X1 → Spec(R), π2 : X2 → Spec(R)

are G-torsors satisfying ψ(π1) = ψ(π2) = 0. For i = 1, 2, let

ξπi
: Lπi

⊗R Rc ∼−→ ARc

be a splitting isomorphism for πi, and suppose that

sπi
: A

∼−→ Lπi

is a trivialisation of Lπi
. Set π3 := π1 ·π2. Then it follows via the functoriality

of Waterhouse’s construction that there is a natural isomorphism

Lπ3
' Lπ1

⊗A Lπ2
.

Thus, if we set

sπ3
:= sπ1

⊗ sπ2
: A ' A⊗A A

∼−→ Lπ1
⊗A Lπ2

,

ξπ3
:= ξπ1

⊗ ξπ2
: (Lπ1

⊗A Lπ2
)⊗R Rc ∼−→ ARc ⊗ARc ARc ' ARc,

then we have that r(sπ3
) = r(sπ1

)r(sπ2
), where, for each i, the resolvend r(sπi

)

is defined using the splitting isomorphism ξπi
. This implies that

r(π3) = r(π1)r(π2),

as required.

We now show that ΥR is surjective. For any scheme S → Spec(R), write

MapS(G
D,Gm) for the set of scheme morphisms

GD ×Spec(R) S → Gm ×Spec(R) S.

Since GD is affine, the functor S 7→ MapS(G
D,Gm) is representable by an

affine group scheme over R, which we denote by M(GD,Gm). The group
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scheme G (which represents the functor S 7→ HomS(G
D,Gm)) is a closed

subgroup scheme of M(GD,Gm).

Suppose that α ∈ H(A). Then we may view α as being a Spec(Rc)-valued

point of M(GD,Gm). Let

Gα := α · [G×Spec(R) Spec(Rc)] (2.3)

denote the ‘translation-by-α’ in M(GD,Gm) ×Spec(R) Spec(Rc) of G ×Spec(R)

Spec(Rc). Then G×Spec(R)Spec(Rc) acts on Gα via translation. Furthermore,

translation by α induces an isomorphism

Ξα : G×Spec(R) Spec(Rc)
∼−→ Gα (2.4)

of schemes with G×Spec(R) Spec(Rc) action.

We now claim that Gα descends to Spec(R), i.e. that there is a scheme πα :

Zα → Spec(R) defined over R which is such that Gα = Zα×Spec(R) Spec(Rc).

(We refer the reader to [11, Chapter 6] for a good account of the theory of

descent.) Since R is a Dedekind domain, and Gα is flat over Spec(Rc), it

suffices to check that the generic fibre Gα/Lc of Gα descends to a scheme over

Spec(L). This in turn follows via Galois descent, and may be seen as follows.

We first note that the isomorphism Ξα induces a bijection Γ → Gα(L
c) of

sets. Define zα : ΩL → Γ by z(ω) = αωα−1; thus zα is the Γ-valued cocycle of

ΩL associated to α. Then it is easy to check that the action of ΩL on Gα(L
c)

is given by

Ξ(g)ω = zα(ω)Ξ(gω)

for all g ∈ Γ and ω ∈ ΩL. This implies that Gα/Lc descends to Zα/L over

Spec(L). A similar argument also shows that πα : Zα → Spec(R) is a G-

torsor over Spec(R).

We shall now show that ψ(πα) = 0. Let

ξπα
: Lπα

⊗R Rc ∼−→ ARc
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denote the splitting isomorphism of πα induced by Ξα. Define an isomorphism

σα : ARc
∼−→ Lπα

⊗R Rc

by

σα(a) = ξ−1
πα

(αa) = αξ−1
πα

(a)

for all a ∈ ARc. In order to show that ψ(πα) = 0, it suffices to show that σα

descends to an isomorphism σ′α : A
∼−→ Lπα

over R. This will in turn follow if

we show that

σωα(a) = σα(a)

for all ω ∈ ΩL and all α ∈ ARc. To check this last equality, we simply observe

that

σωα(a) = ω[σα(a
ω−1

)] = ω[αξ−1
πα

(aω
−1

)]

= ω[αzα(ω
−1)ξ−1

πα
(a)ω

−1

]

= ω[αω
−1

ξ−1
πα

(a)ω
−1

]

= αξ−1
πα

(a)

= σα(a).

Hence ψ(πα) = 0 as asserted.

To complete the proof of the surjectivity of ΥR, we note that it follows from

the definition of σα that we have r(σ′α) = α. Hence r(πα) = [α] ∈ H(A), and

so ΥR is surjective as claimed.

We now show that ΥR is injective. Suppose that α, β ∈ H(A) with [α] =

[β] ∈ H(A). Then it is easy to check that the isomorphism

Ξβ ◦ Ξ−1
α : Gα

∼−→ Gβ
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induces an isomorphism Gα(L
c)
∼−→ Gβ(L

c) of ΩL-modules. This implies that

the G-torsors πα : Zα → Spec(R) and πβ : Zβ → Spec(R) are isomorphic.

This completes the proof of the theorem. �

Remark 2.3. It is not hard to check that (using the notation established in

the proof of Theorem 2.2) the map ΩL → Γ defined by ω 7→ r(sπ)
ωr(sπ)

−1 is

an ΩL-cocycle representing the image of π under the natural mapH1(R,G)→
H1(L,G). �

Recall that N denotes the exponent of G. The following result follows

immediately from Theorem 2.2.

Corollary 2.4. The map [π] 7→ r(sπ)
N induces a homomorphism

ηR : Ker(ψ)→ A×

(A×)N
.

�

If R is a local ring, then Pic(GD) = 0, and so Ker(ψ) = H1(R,G). The

following result is a direct corollary of Theorem 2.2. It gives a description of

the flat cohomology of G over Spec(R) in terms of resolvends. We remark

that a rather different (but related) idelic description of torsors of G over a

Dedekind domain has been given by M. Taylor (see [28],[13, Chapter 3, §4])

and by N. Byott (see [12, §3]).

Corollary 2.5. Suppose that R is a local ring whose field of fractions is of

characteristic zero. Then there is an isomorphism

ΥR : H1(R,G)
∼−→ H(A)

�
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Remark 2.6. For each γ∗ ∈ Γ∗, write L[γ∗] for the smallest extension of L

whose absolute Galois group fixes γ∗. Let Γ∗\ΩL denote a set of represen-

tatives of ΩL-orbits of Γ∗. Then, via an argument virtually identical to that

given in [3, Lemma 3.3], it may be shown that the Wedderburn decomposition

of the L-algebra AL is given by

AL ' (LcΓ)ΩL '
∏

γ∗∈ΩL\Γ∗
L[γ∗]. (2.5)

There is an isomorphism of L-algebras

Map(Γ∗, Lc)ΩL '
∏

γ∗∈ΩL\Γ∗
L[γ∗]; f 7→ (f(γ∗)γ∗∈ΩL\Γ∗, (2.6)

and we may identify A with Map(Γ∗, Lc)ΩL via (2.5) and (2.6).

We view each element γ∗ ∈ Γ∗ as being a character of Γ, and we write

evγ∗ : A× → L[γ∗]× (2.7)

for the map a 7→ a(γ∗) afforded by (2.5) and (2.6) given by ‘evaluation at

γ∗’. �

The following result gives a description of the homomorphism ηL (see Corol-

lary 2.4 in terms of Kummer theory.

Proposition 2.7. Let the hypotheses and notation be as above. Then the

following diagram is commutative:

H1(L,Γ)
γ∗−−→ H1(L[γ∗], µN)

ηL

y xKummer

A×/A×N
evγ∗−−→ L[γ∗]×/L[γ∗]×N .

(2.8)

(Here the right-hand vertical arrow is the natural isomorphism afforded by

Kummer theory.)
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Proof. This may be shown via an argument virtually identical to that used

to prove [7, Proposition 3.2]. �

Proposition 2.8. Let K be any algebraic extension of L, and write RK for

the integral closure of R in K. Then the following diagram is commutative:

Ker(ψR)
ΥR−−→ H(A)

Res

y y
Ker(ψRK

)
ΥRK−−→ H(ARK

).

(2.9)

Here the left-hand vertical arrow is induced by the restriction map H1(R,G)→
H1(RK , G) on cohomology, and the right-hand vertical arrow is the homomor-

phism induced by the inclusion map i : H(A)→ H(ARK
) of resolvends.

Proof. Let π : X → Spec(R) be any G-torsor with π ∈ Ker(ψR), and let

s : A
∼−→ Lπ be any trivialisation of Lπ. Then it follows via a straightforward

computation that the ΩK-cocycle associated to i(r(s)) is equal to the restric-

tion of the ΩL-cocycle associated to r(s) (cf. Remark 2.3). Since the natural

maps H1(R,G) → H1(L,G) and H1(RK , G) → H1(K,G) are injective, this

implies the desired result. �

Suppose now that K is a finite Galois extension of L with [K : L] = n,

say. Let ω1, . . . , ωn be a transversal of ΩK in ΩL. Then we have a norm

homomorphism

NK/L : A×Rc
K
→ A×Rc; a 7→

n∏
i=1

aωi. (2.10)

This induces homomorphisms (which we denote by the same symbol)

NK/L : H(ARK
)→ H(A), NK/L : H(ARK

)→ H(AR).
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Proposition 2.9. The following diagram is commutative:

Ker(ψRK
)

ΥRK−−→ H(ARK
)

CoresK/L

y yNK/L

Ker(ψR)
ΥR−−→ H(A).

(2.11)

where the left-hand vertical arrow is induced by the corestriction map H1(RK , G)→
H1(R,G).

Proof. The proof of this result is very similar to that of Proposition 2.8.

Let π : X → Spec(RK) be any G-torsor with π ∈ Ker(ψRK
), and let sπ :

ARK

∼−→ Lπ be any trivialisation of Lπ. Then it follows via a straightforward

computation that the ΩL-cocycle associated to NK/L(r(sπ)) is equal to the

corestriction of the ΩK-cocycle associated to r(sπ) (cf. Remark 2.3), and this

in turn implies that the given diagram commutes. �

We shall need to apply the results of this section to certain p-divisible group

schemes. In order to do this, we shall require some further notation that we

now describe.

Let (Gn)n≥0 be a p-divisible group scheme over R, and let T := lim←−n Γn

(where Γn := Gn(F
c)) be its Tate module. We write

GD
n = Spec(A(T )n)

for the Cartier dual of Gn, and we set

A(T ) := lim←−A(T )n, H(A(T )) := lim←−H(A(T )n),

H(A(T )) := lim←−H(A(T )n).

We have that

H(A(T )) ' H(A(T ))

T · A(T )×
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because the natural maps Γn ·A(T )×n → Γn−1 ·A(T )×n−1 induced by the mul-

tiplication by p map Γn → Γn−1 are surjective.

We write

ψT,n : H1(R,Gn)→ Cl(A(T )n)

for the class invariant map associated to Gn, and we set

Ψ = ΨT := lim←−
T,n

ψT,n : lim←−H
1(R,Gn)→ lim←−Cl(A(T )n).

Proposition 2.10. (a) There are isomorphisms

Ker(ΨT ) ' H(A(T )) ' H(A(T ))

T · A(T )×
.

(b) If R is a local ring, then there are isomorphisms

lim←−H
1(R,Gn) ' H(A(T )) ' H(A(T ))

T · A(T )×
.

Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.4. �

We recall that if L is a number field or a local field with ring of integers R,

then there is a natural identification

lim←−H
1(R,Gn) ' H1

f (L, T ) (2.12)

of lim←−H
1(R,Gn) with the Bloch-Kato Selmer group H1

f (L, T ) (see [10]).

3. The p-adic height pairing

We now return to the setting described in the Introduction, and we recall

the definition of the p-adic height pairing

〈 , 〉 : H1
f (F, T )×H1

f (F, T
∗)→ Qp (3.1)

given in [21] (see also [22]).

Suppose that y ∈ H1
f (F, T

∗). Via the isomorphism

H1(F, T ∗) ' ExtΩF
(Zp, T

∗),
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the element y gives rise to an extension

0→ T ∗ → T ′y → Zp → 0. (3.2)

Taking Zp(1) duals of (3.2) yields an exact sequence

1→ Zp(1)
i−→ Ty

j−→ T → 0. (3.3)

The sequence (3.3) may be described in terms of finite group schemes over

OF as follows. If we identify H1
f (F, T

∗) with lim←−H
1(OF , E

D[pn]) (cf. (2.12)),

and write y = (yn)n, with each yn ∈ H1(OF , E
D[pn]), then via (2.1), yn yields

an extension

1→ Gm → G′yn
→ E[pn]→ 0 (3.4)

of commutative OF -group schemes. Setting

Gy,n := G′y,n[p
n]

yields an exact sequence

1→ µpn → Gy,n → E[pn]→ 0. (3.5)

of finite, flat, commutative OF group schemes. Then Ty is the p-adic Tate

module of the p-divisible group (Gy,n)n.

For any finite extension L/F , we may consider the global and local Galois

cohomology of (3.3) for each finite place v of L:

H1(L,Zp(1))
i−−→ H1(L, Ty)

j−−→ H1(L, T ) −−→ H2(F,Zp(1))y y y y
H1(Lv,Zp(1))

iv−−→ H1(Lv, Ty)
jv−−→ H1(Lv, T ) −−→ H2(Lv,Zp(1)).

(3.6)

It may be shown via Tate local duality that

H1
f (Lv, T ) ⊆ jv(H

1
f (Lv, Ty))

for all finite places v of L.
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Global class field theory implies that the natural map

H2(L,Zp(1))→
⊕
v

H2(Lv,Zp(1))

is injective, and so we deduce from (3.6) that

H1
f (L, T ) ⊆ j(H1

f (L, Ty)).

Let F∞/F denote the cyclotomic Zp-extension of F . For each finite place

v of F , we write

H1
f (Fv, T )u := ∩n CoresFn,v/Fv

H1
f (Fn,v, T ).

Then, as p is a prime of ordinary reduction for E, we have that |H1
f (Fv, T ) :

H1
f (Fv, T )u| <∞ for each v, and that

H1
f (F, T )0 := {x ∈ H1

f (F, T ) | locv(x) ∈ H1
f (Fv, T )u for all v.}

is of finite index in H1
f (F, T ). The pairing (3.1) is obtained by first defining

a pairing

〈 , 〉 : H1
f (F, T

∗)×H1
f (F, T )0 → Zp (3.7)

and then extending to H1
f (F, T

∗)×H1
f (F, T ) via linearity.

Suppose that x ∈ H1
f (F, T )0, and set xv := locv(x) for each place v of F .

For each integer n, we may write

xv = CoresFn,v/Fv
(xn,v)

for some xn,v ∈ H1
f (Fn,v, T ). Choose x̃n,v ∈ H1

f (Fv, Ty) such that

jv(x̃n,v) = xn,v,

and set zn,v := CoresFn,v/Fv
(x̃n,v). Define

ty(xv) := lim
n→∞

zn,v.
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It follows from the construction that ty(xv) is a well-defined element of

H1
f (Fv, Ty)/iv[H

1
f (Fv,Zp(1))u], where

H1
f (Fv,Zp(1))u := ∩n CoresFn,v/Fv

H1
f (Fv,Zp(1)).

Now let x̃ ∈ H1
f (F, T ) be such that j(x̃) = x, so x̃ is well-defined in

H1
f (F, T )/i[H1

f (F,Zp(1))]. Then, for each v, we have that

ty(xv)− locv(x̃) ∈ iv[H1
f (Fv,Zp(1)],

and so we may view this as being a well-defined element

ty(xv)− locv(x̃) ∈
H1
f (Fv,Zp(1))

H1
f (Fv,Zp(1))u · locv[H1

f (F,Zp(1))]
,

where here we have identified H1
f (Fv,Zp(1)) with its image iv(H

1
f (Fv,Zp(1)))

in H1
f (Fv, Ty). Let logp denote Iwasawa’s branch of the p-adic logarithm (so

logp(p) = 0). We define

〈y, x〉 =
∑
v

logp[NormFv/Qv
(ty(xv)− locv(x̃))] ∈ Zp.

This definition makes sense because if uv ∈ H1
f (Fv,Zp)u, then

logp[NormFv/Qv
(uv)] = 0,

while if u ∈ H1
f (F,Zp(1)), then∑

v

logp[NormFv/Qv
(locv(u))] = 0.

4. An exact sequence

In this section we shall establish the following result which will be used in

the proof of Theorem B.
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Theorem 4.1. There is an exact sequence

0→ Ker(ΨZp(1))→ Ker(ΨTy
)→ Ker(ΨT ),

and the cokernel of the last arrow is annihilated by the classnumber hF of

F . �

Remark 4.2. As A(Zp(1))OF ,n ' ⊕
pn

i=1OF we see from Theorem 2.2 and

Corollary 2.4 that, for each n, the kernel of the class invariant map

ΨZp(1),n : H1(OF , µpn)→ Cl(A(Zp(1))n)

is equal to O×F /O
×pn

F . This in turn implies that

Ker(ΨZp(1)) ' O×F ⊗Z Zp ' H1
f (F,Zp(1)).

�

The proof of Theorem 4.1 proceeds via a series of lemmas.

Lemma 4.3. (a) There is an exact sequence

1→ A(Zp(1))
×
n,OFc

→ A(Ty)
×
n,OFc

→ A(T )×n,OFc
→ 1. (4.1)

(b) For each finite place v of F , there is an exact sequence

1→ A(Zp(1))
×
n,v → A(Ty)

×
n,v → A(T )×n,v → 1. (4.2)

Proof. (a) For each n ≥ 1, applying Cartier duality to (3.5) yields an exact

sequence

0→ ED[pn]→ GD
y,n → Z/pnZ→ 0.

This in turn gives (using the notation established in the proof of Theorem

2.2):

1→M(Z/pnZ,Gm)→M(GD
y,n,Gm)→M(ED[pn],Gm), (4.3)

which is exact on the left, but not a priori on the right.
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Now over Spec(OF c) there is an isomorphism of group schemes

Gy,n/OFc '
(
µpn ×Spec(OF ) E[pn]

)
/OFc

(4.4)

(cf. (2.2)); this in turn induces an isomorphism of group schemes

M(GD
y,n,Gm)/OFc 'M(Z/pnZ×Spec(OF ) E

D[pn],Gm)/OFc .

It follows from this last isomorphism that the natural map

M(GD
y,n,Gm)(OF c)→M(ED[pn],Gm)(OF c)

is surjective. We now see from (4.3) that there is an exact sequence

1→ A(Zp(1))
×
n,OFc

→ A(Ty)
×
n,OFc

→ A(T )×n,OFc
→ 1

as claimed.

(b) Since OFv
is a local ring, we may choose an isomorphism of schemes

(but not of group schemes) over Spec(OFv
):

Gy,n/OFv
'
(
µpn ×Spec(OF ) E[pn]

)
/OFv

,

which in turn implies that the natural map

M(GD
y,n,Gm)(OFv

)→M(ED[pn],Gm)(OFv
)

is surjective. The desired result now follows as in part (a). �

Lemma 4.4. The kernel of the natural map

H1(F,A(Zp(1))
×
OFc

)→
∏
v

H1(Fv, A(Zp(1))
×
OFc

v
),

(where the product on the right is over all finite places v of F ), is annihilated

by hF .
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Proof. For each n, the Wedderburn decomposition of A(Zp(1))n,OFc is given

by

A(Zp(1))n,OFc '
pn∏
i=1

OF c.

In order to prove the lemma, it therefore suffices to show that the kernel of

the natural map

H1(F,O×F c)→
∏
v

H1(Fv, O
×
F c

v
)

is annihilated by hF .

Via taking ΩF cohomology of the exact sequence

1→ O×F c → F c× → F c×/O×F c → 1,

we see that

H1(F,O×F c) '
I(OF c)ΩF

P (OF )
,

where I(OF c) denotes the group of fractional OF c-ideals (note that every such

ideal is principal) and P (OF ) denotes the group of principal OF -ideals. A

similar argument also shows that

H1(Fv, O
×
F c

v
) '

I(OF c
v
)ΩFv

P (OFv
)
.

Each element lying in the kernel of the natural map

I(OF c)ΩF

P (OF )
→
∏
v

I(OF c
v
)ΩFv

P (OFv
)

is represented by an OF c-ideal that is a lift of an OF -ideal, and so is annihi-

lated by hF . This proves the lemma. �

Lemma 4.5. The kernel of the natural map

H1

(
F,
A(Zp(1))

×
OFc

Zp(1)

)
→
∏
v

H1

(
Fv,

A(Zp(1))
×
OFc

v

Zp(1)

)
(4.5)
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(where the product on the right is over all finite places of F ) is annhilated by

hF .

Proof. Consider the exact sequence

1→ Zp(1)→ A(Zp(1))
×
OFc
→

A(Zp(1))
×
OFc

Zp(1)
→ 1.

Taking ΩF -cohomology of this sequence gives

1→ A(Zp(1))
× → H(A(Zp(1)))→ H1(F,Zp(1))→ H1(F,A(Zp(1))

×
OFc

)→

→ H1(F,A(Zp(1))
×
OFc

/Zp(1))→ H2(F,Zp(1)).

Since

H(A(Zp(1))) =
H(A(Zp(1)))

A(Zp(1))×
' Ker(ΨZp(1)) = H1

f (F,Zp(1)),

(see Remark 4.2 above), we obtain

0→ H1(F,Zp(1))

H1
f (F,Zp(1))

→ H1(F,A(Zp(1))
×
OFc

)→ H1(F,A(Zp(1))
×
OFc

/Zp(1))→

→ H2(F,Zp(1)).

As the natural maps

H1(F,Zp(1))

H1
f (F,Zp(1))

→
∏
v

H1(Fv,Zp(1))

H1
f (Fv,Zp(1))

and

H2(F,Zp(1))→
∏
v

H2(Fv,Zp(1))

are both injective, Lemma 4.4 implies that the kernel of

H1

(
F,
A(Zp(1))

×
OFc

Zp(1)

)
→
∏
v

H1

(
Fv,

A(Zp(1))
×
OFc

v

Zp(1)

)
is annihilated by hF , as claimed. �
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Lemma 4.6. There is an exact sequence of resolvends

1→ H(A(Zp(1)))→ H(A(Ty))→ H(A(T )),

and the cokernel of the last arrow is annihilated by hF .

Proof. Set Γn := E[pn](OF c) and Γn,y := Gy,n(OF c). As the isomorphism

(4.4) is well-defined up to an element of Γn, we may pass to inverse limits

with respect to n over the exact sequences

1→ A(Zp(1))
×
n,OFc

/µpn → A(Ty)
×
n,OFc

/Γy,n → A(T )×n,OFc
/Γn → 1.

afforded by Lemma 4.3(a) to obtain an exact sequence

1→ A(Zp(1))
×
OFc

/Zp(1)→ A(Ty)
×
OFc

/Ty → A(T )×OFc
/T → 1.

Taking ΩF -cohomology of this last sequence gives

1→ H(A(Zp(1)))→ H(A(Ty))→ H(A(T ))
f4−→ H1 (F,A(Zp(1))

×
OFc

/Zp(1)
)
.

For each finite place v of F , it follows from the exact sequence

0→ H1
f (Fv,Zp(1))→ H1

f (Fv, Ty)→ H1
f (Fv, T )→ 0

(see the discussion following (3.6)), and Proposition 2.10) that there is an

exact sequence

0→ H(A(Zp(1))v)→ H(A(Ty)v)→ H(A(T )v)→ 0,

and so Lemma 4.3(b) implies that there is also an exact sequence

1→ H(A(Zp(1))v)→ H(A(Ty)v)→ H(A(T )v)→ 1.

Hence, if z ∈ H(A(T )), then locv(f4(z)) = 0 for each finite place v of F . We

now deduce from Lemma 4.4 that f4(hF · z) = 0, and this proves the desired

result. �

Proposition 4.1 is now a direct consequence of Lemma 4.6.
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5. Proof of Theorem B

We retain the notation established in Section 3.

In this section, we shall prove Theorem B by establishing the following

result.

Proposition 5.1. Suppose that x ∈ hF ·H1
f (F, T )0, and that y ∈ H1

f (F, T
∗).

Then for every finite place v of F , we have that

ty(xv)− locv(x̃) ∈ H1
f (Fv,Zp(1))u · locv[H

1
f (F,Zp(1))]. (5.1)

Hence 〈y, x〉 = 0.

Proof. We shall establish (5.1) by analysing resolvends associated to ty(xv)

and locv(x̃).

Since x ∈ hF · H1
f (F, T )0 with ΨT (x) = 0, Theorem 4.1 implies that we

may choose x̃ ∈ H1
f (F, Ty) with x̃ ∈ Ker(ΨTy

). Let r(x̃) ∈ H(A(Ty)) be any

resolvend associated to x̃. Then r(x̃) may be viewed as being a well-defined

element of

H(A(Ty))

Ty · A(Ty)× · i[H(A(Zp(1)))]
.

For each x̃n,v ∈ H1
f (Fn,v, Ty), we choose an associated resolvend r(x̃n,v) ∈

H(A(Ty)OFn,v
), and we set

r(zn,v) := NFn,v/Fv
(r(x̃n,v)).

Then r(zn,v) is a resolvend associated to zn,v, and we may view it as lying in

NFn,v/Fv
(H(A(Ty)OFn,v

))

NFn,v/Fv
{(Ty · A(Ty)

×
OFn,v

) · iv[H(A(Zp(1))OFn,v
)]}
.
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Letting n→∞ yields an element of

∩n≥1[NFn,v/Fv
(H(A(Ty)OFn,v

))]

∩n≥1[NFn,v/Fv
{(Ty · A(Ty)

×
OFn,v

) · iv[H(A(Zp(1))OFn,v
)]}]

:=
H(A(Ty)OFv

)u

[Ty · A(Ty)
×
OFv
· iv[H(A(Zp(1))OFv

)]]u
.

We choose a representative r(ty(xv)) ∈ H(A(Ty)OFv
)u of this element; then

r(ty(xv)) is a resolvend associated to ty(xv).

It follows from our construction that

r(ty(xv)) · locv(r(x̃))
−1 ∈ H(A(Ty)OFv

)

is a resolvend associated to ty(xv)− locv(x̃) ∈ H1
f (Fv, Ty). Since

ty(xv)− locv(x̃) ∈ i[H1
f (Fv,Zp(1))],

it follows that there exists δv ∈ Ty · A(Ty)
×
OFv

and r(uv) ∈ H(A(Zp(1))OFv
)

such that

r(uv) = r(ty(xv)) · locv(r(x̃)) · δv, (5.2)

(where we have identified H(A(Zp(1))OFv
) with its image in H(A(Ty)OFv

).

For each integer m we consider the equality

r(uv,m) = r(ty(xv)m) · locv(r(x̃m)) · δv,m, (5.3)

that is obtained via taking the image of (5.2) under the natural map

H(A(Ty)OFv
)→ H(A(Ty)m,OFv

).

We have that r(uv,m) is a resolvend associated to the image ty(xv)m − x̃m in

H1(Fv, µpm) of ty(xv)− locv(x̃) ∈ H1
f (Fv,Zp(1)).

We now evaluate ty(xv)m− x̃m using Proposition 2.7. From (5.3) we deduce

that

r(uv,m)p
m

= r(ty(xv)m)p
m · locv(r(x̃m))p

m · δpm

v,m. (5.4)
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It follows from the definitions of uv, ty(xv), x̃, and δv that we have

up
m

v,m ∈ A(Zp(1))
×
m,OFv

;

r(ty(xv)m)p
m ∈ ∩nNFn.v/Fv

(A(Ty)
×
m,OFn,v

) := [A(Ty)
×
m,OFv

]u;

locv(r(x̃m))p
m ∈ locv[A(Ty)

×
m];

δp
m

v,m ∈ A(Ty)
×pm

OFv
.

Hence, if 1m is a generator of Z/pmZ ⊆ GD
y,m(F c), then

ev1m
(up

m

v,m) = ev1m
[r(ty(xv)m)p

m · locv(r(x̃m))p
m · δpm

v,m]

∈ [O×F,v]u · locv[O
×
F ] ·O×p

m

F,v ,

where [O×F,v]u := ∩n NormFn,v/Fv
[O×Fn,v

].

We therefore deduce that

ty(xv)m − locv(x̃m) ∈
[O×F,v]u · locv[O

×
F ] · F×pm

v

F×p
m

v

⊆ H1(Fv, µpm)

for every integer m ≥ 1. This in turn implies that

ty(xv)− locv(x̃) ∈ H1
f (Fv,Zp(1))u · locv(H

1
f (F,Zp(1))),

as claimed. �
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